But there is good reason to celebrate!

The Winter Solstice, the shortest, darkest day of the year, occurring this year on December 21, is the real reason for the season. This celestial event heralds the symbolic rebirth of the sun, the lengthening of days and the natural New Year.

The Winter Solstice — a natural holiday — has been celebrated long before Christians crashed the party. For millennia, our ancestors in the Northern Hemisphere have greeted this seasonal event with festivals of light, gift exchanges, feasting and gatherings with friends and family.

We nonbelievers are quite willing to celebrate the fun parts of anybody’s holidays. Just spare us the state/church entanglements.

Join the Freedom From Religion Foundation in celebrating reality, and in working to keep religion in its place — out of our laws and social policy. Help FFRF combat the increasing assaults by judicial activism and Christian nationalism against our godless and entirely secular U.S. Constitution.

Freedom From Religion Foundation

ffrf.us/solstice 1.800.335.4021

Or ask for information, including a copy of our newspaper, Freethought Today